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How to Support Good Health 
 

This section provides an overview for support workers to ensure             

individuals are well supported in all aspects of their health and wellbeing. 

People with a learning disability can have poorer health and are more  

likely to have a lower life expectancy than the general population.  

Improvement has been made through increased awareness and 

knowledge of people involved in individuals lives and for the staff that  

provide direct support. 

Staff therefore need to have the knowledge skills, competence and            

confidence to support individuals to speak up if they are unwell or            

advocate on their behalf. 

If people do not have good healthcare their lives can be significantly           

affected. Support staff can make a huge difference in noticing          

changes in an individuals health and well-being and knowing what to       

do to ensure people get the support they need in a timely manner. 

Remember, this section is only a guide and professional medical advice 

should always be sought where there are concerns about someone’s           

wellbeing or health. 

 
Remember: 

◼ Read the Promoting Independence section, (if you haven’t already).         

◼ Read this section, and watch the associated film. 

◼ Enable the individual in line with enabling plan using this section and 

film. 

Link to film: https://vimeo.com/255858287 
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◼ Wellbeing 
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◼ Available Tools 

◼ Supporting an Individual to a Medical Appointment 

◼ Discussion Points from the Film, Resources and Links 
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Wellbeing 
 
 

To achieve and maintain good health 

you need a happy and healthy home. 

There are many things to consider,  

the practical things such as keeping 

the home clean and safe, promoting 

good health through healthy eating and ensuring people  follow 

medical advice. It is also about supporting the individual’s wellbeing 

which you may consider is  covered by everything that has been                     

mentioned. 

The following is the description of wellbeing from the Care                  

Certificate: 

Wellbeing is the term used to describe feeling comfortable in one’s 

life. It can relate to many aspects of life: 

Spiritual – Finding meaning and purpose in life, whilst many may 

consider this to be through religious faith, it also includes being             

respected for your values and believes. It can be supported by   

helping individuals to become or remain content in their lives. 

Therefore enabling  independence, individuals may become more 

content as they have a great control of their own lives. 

Emotional – This is how we feel about ourselves.                         

Through enabling individuals and helping 

them  to learn how to do new things, or to 

do what they already know better. This 

helps them to feel better about themselves, 

they may feel proud, feel a sense of 

achievement and have the ability to do 

more for themselves and know how and 

who to go to for help/advice. 
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Cultural – This means our sense of belonging, how we feel within 

our communities. It can be helped by taking part in activities which 

involve other people, or just being around other people where we 

feel valued and part of whatever is going on. This pack will support 

cultural wellbeing. It enables individuals to be part of something and 

if done with other people as a group, that's even better. 
 

Social – Our relationships, we all have different relationships with 

different kinds of people, our family, friends and people we work 

with or are supported by. If our relationships are good we feel good, 

if a relationship is not so good then it affects how we feel. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Political – Is about the feeling of peace, of being stable in our 

homes and where we live. This section on Home Safety and            

Security supports this part of wellbeing. 
 

Sexual – This is about how we feel and treat those people close to 

us, it may be a partner, girlfriend/boyfriend. It is about closeness in 

relationships. 
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Physical – Leading an active life, doing exercise, don’t forget that 

keeping our house clean and tidy is a form of exercise! When doing 

the shopping you could consider walking if it isn’t too far. It is           

important that we all do as much exercise as possible, when we   

do it helps us to feel better which helps with other parts of wellbeing 

such as mental and emotional. Don’t forget that what we eat also 

helps our physical wellbeing just as eating healthier helps us feel 

better. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mental – If we follow all the above it helps us to feel good about 

ourselves, which is what mental wellbeing is about. It also means 

being able to achieve as much as we can, and feel as though we 

are part of our community, (our family, friends, home). This pack is  

a great help to enable people to achieve as much as they can. 
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Who Can Support Physical Health? 
 

Having looked at what wellbeing means and how we, with our Support 

Workers/Carers, can work together to achieve and maintain good  

wellbeing. We are now going to look at other people who can help us 

with our physical health  

The Diagram below shows many of the people who may be able to 

help: 

District Nurse 

Psychologist 

Specialist 
services 

Physiotherapist 

Community 
Learning 
Disability 

Nurse 

Chiropodist 

Optician 

Dentist 

GP 

Healthcare 
services 



 

 

Most doctors surgeries offer an Annual Health Check for          

people with a learning disability (contact your GP surgery to see 

if they offer this service). 

This is a good opportunity to meet with a doctor or practice 

nurse who will talk to a person about all aspects of their health 

and wellbeing. 

It is important to plan for the appointment with the person, to 

make sure the person you support gets the best out of their        

appointment. (The next section covers this in more detail.) 

Health Action Plans are then drawn up with areas that need  

further actions completed after the appointment. You can also 

keep general health information in this document and contact 

details of who is involved in the person’s healthcare. 
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Information That Can Help People  
Look After Me 

GP 

Health 
Action 
Plan 
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Health 
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Seizure 
Management 

Plan 

Hospital 
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Hospital Passports are a document that collects together a lot of 

information about the person, including their communication, likes 

and dislikes as well as information about a persons health. 

Having a hospital passport is really useful if you need to go to        

hospital in a rush at any time, it will help staff to get to know you 

quicker so they can help you and give you the care and support you 

may need in a way that is best for you. 

It is helpful to have a copy of your hospital passport that can stay on 

your file and one that can to the hospital with you.  

Dental Passports         

Like the hospital passport 

this will help a dentist to 

look after your teeth and 

to speak to you in a way 

that you understand. 

Seizure Management 

Plans are specialist           

documents that outline 

the support that someone 

may require should they 

have an epileptic seizure. 

They detail how the person’s seizures usually are and highlight any 

medication that an individual may need to take, when to take it and 

when to access emergency services. 

They should be completed with the person and those who know 

them well and any medication sections should be completed in  

consultation with a medical professional for their input and sign off. 

A Community Learning Disability Nurse can be helpful in gathering 

the correct information together about how to support someone 

when they are having a seizure. 



Supporting an Individual                         
to a Medical Appointment 
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In order for an individual to get the most out of a doctors/hospital        

appointment it is important that you support them in being prepared. 

The key things to remember to do are: 

Before the visit 

Ensure you know why you are taking the person to the appointment 

and are clear about what the outcomes needed are. 

It is essential that you are prepared and that you have the                

information that may be asked. Without this information it could  

lead to an inaccurate diagnosis, incorrect medication being given 

and the person, ultimately, not receiving the best care possible to      

support their issue. 



 

◼ Ensure you have checked the person’s communications and 

support plans to have a good and up to date history of any  

issues such as changes in: 

◼ Pain - new pain, location, frequency, severity etc. 

◼ Behavioural issues - increase in issues, or decrease,        

withdrawal from situations, emotional distress, anxiety 

etc. 

◼ Bowel and bladder habits - anything that is different 

from   normal for the person. 

◼ Find out in advance if anything helps the issues or 

makes things worse, time of day etc. 

◼ If relevant check the notes from the last visit and ensure that 

any actions have been carried out. 

◼ Ask the person if they would like to have anyone else involved 

with preparing for and supporting them at the appointment, 

family, friend or advocate. 

◼ Ensure you have a list of the current medication being taken 

and know of any issues the person has had with taking the 

medication. 
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◼ Prepare a list of questions. 

◼ Plan the visit in advance in terms of: 

◼ Extra time for the appointment to allow for full discussion          

involving the person wherever possible. 

◼ Getting to the appointment. 

◼ Extra time for parking and getting into the building. 

◼ Inform all relevant parties of the appointment as soon       

as possible. 

◼ Any service/activity the individual attends at the                

appointment time e.g. day services. 

◼ Any transport provider. 
 

◼ Working in line with the individuals support plan, talk to the     

person to prepare them for the appointment, explaining in an 

appropriate way: 

◼ Where they are going. 

◼ Why they are going. 

◼ What they may expect. 

◼ Who will be with them for support. 

◼ What is going to happen following the appointment. 

 



Where appropriate you could explain           

some of the things that may happen at       

the appointment e.g. 

◼ Talking to the professional                  

(doctor, nurse, optician etc).  

◼ Having blood taken. 

◼ Shining a light in their eyes/ears. 
◼ A doctor may feel the part of the person’s body that is sore. 
◼ Taking their temperature/blood pressure. 

◼ An optician will put some glasses/different glasses on you. 

At the visit 

◼ Ensure you support the person to be involved in discussions, 

helping to explain anything the person doesn’t understand. 

◼ Helping the person to share any concerns. 

◼ That questions have been answered. 

Before you go home 
 

◼ Ensure you have asked all of your questions. 

◼ That you are clear about what to do next including any         

medication changes, when they are to happen, who will do 

this. 

◼ That the person you are supporting understands the outcome. 
 

After leaving the appointment 
 

◼ Check with the person they understand what is happening 

now. 

◼ If there is medication to collect you will need to do this as 

agreed and register it in back at the person’s home. 

◼ Feedback to people involved about the appointment (with    

the agreement of the person you are supporting) 
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Using the Film 

How to Use the Film with this Section 
Link to the film : https://vimeo.com/255858287 

The aim of the film is to show some of the elements from this section, 

it will not show everything.  

The films provide opportunities to discuss examples of best practice 

and where things may have been done differently to promote learning 

for both the individual and the Support/Care Worker. 

 

To gain maximum benefit from the resource it is important that you: 

◼ Familiarise yourself with Section 1: Promoting Independence 

and this section. 

◼ Watch the film. Consider the following points: 

◼ Was the film a good example of how to promote             

independence? 

◼ Could anything have been done differently? 

◼ Which parts of the task were carried out in line with 

good practice as identified in this section? 

◼ Which parts of the tasks could have been dealt with  

differently? 

◼ When watching the film with an individual, pause it at relevant 

points and discuss in greater detail, use the resource whilst 

enabling the individual to do the task themselves, if it supports 

the way the individual learns.  

◼ Repeat as often as is necessary. 

 

 

 

 

 


